Redmine - Feature #656
Roadmap with wiki page
2008-02-13 15:53 - Stuart George

Status:
Priority:
Assignee:
Category:
Target version:

New

Start date:

Low

Due date:

Wiki

Estimated time:

% Done:

2008-02-13
0%

0.00 hour

Resolution:
Description
When a wiki page is assigned to a roadmap entry, there needs to be an edit link that can take you to that page

eg: When viewing a roadmap entry, under the bar graph of %complete, shows the wiki page. There needs to be an edit link that will
jump you into editing that wiki page.

Right now I had to create a link to the page on the wiki homepage, to create it in the roadmap, then remove the link from the wiki
homepage.

It is painful to manage the roadmap wiki pages this way (so I create a wiki page of just roadmap version page links.. not ideal I dont
think).

Related issues:
Related to Redmine - Patch # 1680: Make version description multiline and tex...

New

2008-07-24

History
#1 - 2008-02-23 02:06 - chris mcharg
+1
I agree with this... it is just too hard to figure out how to edit the wiki content at present. When the whole edit flow (roadmap -> wiki page edit ->
roadmap) is considered, its not too hot.
Some ideas:
- Add an edit link to each version on the roadmap like Stuart said.
- When a wiki page has not yet been set, this could a "Add a wiki page" option that would present a textfield (with some nice javascript action) to
set the name.
- The user should be redirected back to the version on the roadmap after finishing the wiki edit.
- The same kind of link should be added to the version display page too.
It would be great if this could be implemented.
Cheers

#2 - 2008-07-24 18:20 - Jean-Philippe Lang
See #1680

#3 - 2013-12-17 20:44 - Dipan Mehta
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+1. Very useful.
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